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• Millennial time scale

    natural, sea-level change,

    (sediment discharge)

• Decadal time scale

    reclamation, dykes, sea-level change, sand
mining, decrease of sediment/water
discharge

Morphodynamics and evolution of estuaries

in response to climate and anthropogenic forcing



Estuaries

Schematic diagram of an estuary and its integration with the

river. Boundaries between reaches may change in position

depending on river discharge and tidal range (modified from

Perillo, 1995).



Estuaries





Definition of estuaries

An estuary is

1) a drowned valley system (used to be)

2) developing at a river mouth

3) receiving both influences of river and marine

processes



Major estuaries of the world and related deltas and bays

with estuaries characteristics



Fairbridge, 1980

Morphological 

classification



By P.S. Roy

Drowned river valley estuary Coastal lake Barrier estuary

B. Thom, P. Roy



Classification of estuaries based on volume of the Tidal prism

Wave-dominated tide-dominated



Wave-dominated Tide-dominated

Posamentier, Dalrymple, Boyd
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Estuary evolution: estuary filling
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Sea-level changes

for the last 20 ka

Sea-level jump

Delta system



Relative sea-level changes

Eustasy (seawater volume)

Glacial isostasy

Hydro-isostasy

Local tectonics
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Uplift during the last 6 ky

Subsidence 

during the last 6 ky

SL in LGM

SL in 6ka

Island/coast scale

Paired sea level curves

Seaward vs landward

TILTING



Present level of 

6 ka sea level 
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Highstand of sea level

In the middle Holocene 

Present sea level is

relatively highest in 

the Holocene 



Sea level changes

Holocene

Sea-level

Changes

are 
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1) Eustatic 

      SLC
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Transgressive depositional systems

Glacio-isostasy

GLACIER



regressive depositional systems

Hydro-isostacy

FAR FIELDS

GLACIER

High sea-levels at 6-7 ka

Indus delta



Yangtze
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1.2 ka present

delta
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Estuary morphology

Yangtze
Red River

Australian River

Sediment discharge

Incised valley morphology



Estuary morphology

Po river
Rhine River

Modern estuary

Sediment discharge

Incised valley morphology



Millennial scale evolution

Relative sea-level change

Sediment supply

Incised-valley morphology

Concave estuary morphology

Convex deltaic morphology

Controlling factors



• Millennial time scale

    natural, sea-level change,

    (sediment discharge)

• Decadal time scale

    reclamation, dykes, sea-level change, sand mining,
decrease of sediment/water discharge

Morphodynamics and evolution of estuaries

in response to climate and anthropogenic forcing



Impacts of sea-level rise on estuarine

sedimentation/morphology

Sea-level rise

1) Eustasy (global warming)

2) Glacio-& hydro-isostasy

3) Tectonics

4) Subsidence (extraction of

subsurface materials)



Shoreline retreat
sea-level

        rise

Shoreface erosion: coastal erosion

    (Bruun Rule)

Sediment deposition

river



Sea-level rise

sediment deposition 

in channels

floodingflooding

deposition deposition



Shoreline retreat
sea-level
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Sediment 

deposition

river

Sea-level rise

sediment deposition 
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floodingflooding

deposition deposition

Natural levees

Flood plains

Coastal 

aggradation



examples

1) Po river delta (Syvitski  et al. 2005)

    Riverine sediments trapped in channels

2) Chao Phraya (Saito et al, 2007)

    rapid sediment accumulation in the intertidal zone related

to 1m relative sea-level rise due to ground water

pumping

3) Ganges Brahmaputra system (Goodbred)

     30 % deposition on coastal plains/ sea-level rise on

millennial scale



Land subsidence

Gulf of Thailand

Relative sea-level rise due to subsidence

Bangkok

60 cm rise in SL

 1960-1990



Land subsidence

During 1992-2000

>20 cm/ 8 years

More than 1m 

Sea-level rise

For the last 50 y



1 km shoreline retreat at the river mouth of 

the Chao Phraya



Land subsidence

Gulf of Thailand

Relative sea-level rise due to subsidence

Bangkok

During 1969–1976, accretion: 8.9 km2, erosion: 4.5 km2  net accretion rate: 0.62 km2/y;

During 1976–1987, accretion 4.9 km2, erosion 10.3 km2, net accretion rate:  –0.49 km2/y 

During 1987–1997,  accretion 7.4 km2 , erosion 4.5 km2,  net accretion rate 0.25 km2/y 



examples

1) Po river delta (Syvitski  et al. 2005)

    Riverine sediments trapped in channels

2) Chao Phraya (Saito et al, 2007)

    rapid sediment accumulation in the intertidal zone related

to 1m relative sea-level rise due to ground water

pumping

3) Ganges Brahmaputra system (Goodbred)

     30 % deposition on coastal plains/ sea-level rise on

millennial scale



 sediment partitioning of Ganges-Brahmaputra delta

TECTONIC SUBSIDENCE
Rising sea level during the Holocene Islam & Tooley, 1999

30%
40% 30%

Delta plain       subaqueous delta   deep-sea fan

Sea-level curve

Holocene



coastal/flood plain sedimentation

related to extreme flood events

1998 Yangtze flood: half of sediments are deposited

on the flood plain

Thick floodplain sediments (~7 m for 5 ky) in the Mekong



coastal/flood plain sedimentation

1998 Yangtze flood: half of sediments are deposited

on the flood plain

Thick floodplain sediments (~7 m 5 ky) in the Mekong



Impacts of reclamation on estuarine

sedimentation/morphology

Reduction of estuary area

Decrease of tidal amplitude

                    tidal prism

Sedimentation



Tokyo BayTokyo Bay
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Yanagi & Ohnishi,

 1999



1983-1923



Bottom sedimentBottom sediment

of Tokyo Bayof Tokyo Bay

Rock

C Sand

Sand

F sand

mud



Mud content of bottom sedimentsMud content of bottom sediments



Tidal amplitude decreaseTidal amplitude decrease
(tidal gauge data)(tidal gauge data)

Tokyo Bay

Nagoya Bay

Osaka Bay

Ariake Bay



Impacts of sand mining

Deepening of estuary morphology

Salt water intrusion

Turbidity maximum change?

Coastal erosion

(Mekong ?)



Pearl River

(Zhujiang) example

>8.7x108 m3 sand/22 years

>4 x 107 m3 sand/year

8 x 107 t/y (ss): 1 x 107 m3 sand



Luo et al.,2007



Tra Vinh

Survey area



Shoreline changes in Tra Vinh area
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Retreat: Erosion
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Impacts of decrease in sediment/water

discharge on estuarine

sedimentation/morphology

Sediment decrease

     sediment distribution

     accumulation rate

     coastal erosion

Water decrease

     more marine influence

     tidal pumping effect

Seasonal change



• Millennial time scale

    natural, sea-level change,

    (sediment discharge)

• Decadal time scale

    reclamation, dykes, sea-level change, sand mining, decrease of
sediment/water discharge

Rate of sea-level changes: natural ~5cm/y   anthropogenic ~10 cm/y

Sediment discharge: 10-folded increase and 1/10-folded decrease

Reclamation: 10 to 100-folded faster than natural progradation

Sand mining: several times larger than natural sand supply

Morphodynamics and evolution of estuaries

in response to climate and anthropogenic forcing




